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Foregrounding the Digital Medium:
Self-reference and Metareference in Video Essays
Abstract: This article focuses on video essays —understood as that specific subgenre of audio-visual
productions that can be considered the main descendent of the essay film. Both are, in a sense, subjective
explorations of certain subject matters via cinematic means —with the prime exception that video essays
are mostly centred on analyses of filmic phenomena. Since another difference between these two types of
productions is the very medium that they originate in, ‘inhabit’, and are propagated through —digital video
and online video-sharing platforms, such as YouTube or Vimeo vs. photochemical film strip or electronic
tape, and theatrical / home video releases —, I propose that one of the fundamental characteristics of video essays is a special type of foregrounding of the medium, and therefore one of its main effects on the
viewers is that of eliciting a sort of medium-awareness.
Starting from a semiotic definition of self-reference —as the ability of signs to point to themselves or to
the sign-system that they are a part of —I propose an exploration of the ways in which certain video essays
call attention to their status as digital artefacts, thus engaging with aspects of their medium and their relationship (1) with other images in general and (2) with the audience.
This paper focuses on three case studies: Max Grau’s
«[…] craving for narrative» lässt sich einfach nicht gut übersetzen (2016); Kevin B. Lee’s Transformers: The Premake (a
desktop documentary) (2014); Gregory Guevara’s This is a
video essay (2018).
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The exact relationship between essay films and
the relatively new phenomenon of video essays
remains a topic of ongoing debate. This being said,
for the purpose of the present article, I shall attempt
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to sketch out some of their similarities and of course their differences. This is by no means an
exhaustive study, more of a quick cartographic endeavour, in order to better understand and
analyse how these types of audio-visual productions function.

Essay Films and Video Essays
Aldous Huxley writes that “the essay is a literary device for saying almost everything about
almost anything” (quoted in Corrigan 4). This rather poignant definition could be said to
encapsulate the very essence of both literary and audiovisual essay making, seeing that the
boundaries of such outputs are almost endless. Laura Rascaroli states , that in essay films, as is
the case of literary essays, the presence of the enunciating subjects is extremely visible in order
to highlight the personal nature of the exploration. Thus, “the authors inscribe themselves in
the films, and play roles that position them as the source of the act of communication, and as
essayists: they are filmmakers, researchers, film editors, intellectuals, lecturers” (184). Essay
films are subjective explorations par excellence.
When considering the rise to popularity of video essays, John Bresland highlights the fact
that “the act of writing has always been a personal pursuit, a concentrated form of thought.
And now filmmaking, too, shares that meditative space” (1). By this, he intends to signal
a continuity between essay writing and video essay creating, in a manner reminiscent of
Alexandre Astruc’s notion of the caméra-stylo (“camera-pen”) with which the filmmaker (seen
as sole auteur) can utilise the entirety of the cinematic processes to create a work analogous to
the way in which a novel (or any other literary work) is created on paper by a writer.
However, as Bresland states, the democratisation of the production process, and by this
one ought to understand the relative ubiquity of affordable audio-visual equipment and
editing software, means that suddenly this type of artefact can be easily produced by anyone.
This coupled with the growth of video-sharing platforms essentially creates a whole new field
of cultural production (Bourdieu). I am of course referring to platforms such as YouTube,
Vimeo, Dailymotion, etc. in which this type of content is disseminated rather effortlessly.
This is why in his doctoral dissertation on this subject (2016) Tiago Baptista refers to them
as “digital audiovisual essays” in order to highlight this medial aspect: “Digital viewing and
editing technologies are both the instrument and the object of the contemporary audiovisual
essay” (10). Thus, a prime distinction between essay films and video essays is the fact that
the latter are digital artefacts, thought of, created, and disseminated solely via digital means.
As a side note: the video-essay format is not entirely new to these video sharing platforms.
One can easily view fan-edited content as a kind of proto-video essay because it functions
similarly. One cannot help to recognise in kogonada’s 2014 video Hands of Bresson (which
is a montage of various close-up scenes featuring hands from Bresson’s oeuvre) the same
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techniques that were present in all manner of compilation videos, ‘supercuts’, or fan-made
anime music videos.
Thomas Elsaesser states that the essay film “is considered to be more ‘subjective’ than the
documentary, because its relation to the evidentiary ground of documentary is looser, more
speculative, and more suggestive” (240). While it is improper to try to consider the various
subject-matters that essay films can tackle, as their range is almost infinite (from explorations
of the film-makers themselves or their families, to various investigations of art, politics,
architecture and urbanism, to philosophical speculations and so on), this cannot be said for
video-essays, which generally are thematically focused on one particular subject: cinema.
Using Gerard Genette’s transtextual taxonomy, one could argue that almost all video
essays are examples of metatextuality, by which he means a particular critical relationship
between two works (1–11). I am not stating that essay films are not metatextual (to maintain
Genette’s terminology), on the contrary. The best example which comes immediately
to mind is Jean-Luc Godard’s monumental Histoire(s) du cinéma (1988–1998). In fact,
Godard’s attempt to showcase the history of cinema on its own terms comes as a result of a
lifetime of experimentation with the possibilities of such a medium. My hypothesis is that
contemporary video essays are the ‘direct descendants’ of metatextual essay films.
Video essays can be said to be byproducts of certain cinematic works, in the same way in
which film criticism can be considered a direct byproduct of cinema as a whole. In fact, there
have been attempts to introduce the term “videographic criticism” in order to highlight the
similarities between these two types of products (as suggested by Keathley). There are even
attempts to institutionalise the videographic practice as a part of the classroom dynamic:
it being used as a teaching tool and in some cases as an alternative to written assignments
(Higgin).
The relationship between video essays and feature film essays is rather evident, as the
particular subgenre is mostly focused on analysing various aspects of a particular work. Even
though not all video essays are academic endeavours (some of them are merely created for
their entertainment value), almost all of them are derived from other works. That is, the
main material which they use is borrowed from other films. To use Genette’s terminology
once again, although the main goal in video essays is metatextual, this is accomplished
through intertextuality and hypertextuality. By intertextuality, Genette refers to the direct
linkages between two works (in this case the usage of shots taken from other films), and
by hypertextuality he refers to the entire process of transformation which occurs when
you apply aspects taken from artwork A to artwork B. In video essays, this interweaving
of relationships is made quite evident, in the sense that while Thomas Flight’s 2019 video
Chernobyl - A Masterclass in Perspective is an exploration of how perspective is used in the
HBO historical drama Chernobyl (Johan Renck, 2019), it nonetheless functions as a kind of
‘recut’ of the miniseries. And in this type of ambivalence between what is intended (a visual
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form of film criticism) and what is simultaneously and unavoidably achieved (a sort of fan
edit, a sort of secondary product, a sort of ‘Frankensteinian’ trailer for the series) lies the
true transtextual nature of this subgenre. I intend to explore how this is indeed the defining
characteristic of video essays —this meta-level.
From a purely formal perspective both essay films and video essays rely on audio-visual
means to explore a certain subject matter. And when I mention the audio component I am
referring mainly to the technique of voice-over narration, which is indeed another point
of convergence between the two: “[…] an audiovisual performance of theory and criticism
executed within and by the filmic text” (Alter 139). In those cases, when both use voice-over
narration, I propose that the main difference between essay films and video essays lies in the
relationship of the text with the images it accompanies. Roland Barthes, in his analysis of the
various ways in which text and images can be used together, distinguishes between anchorage
and relay (32–40).
By anchorage, he means that because an image can hold a multitude of meanings and
possible interpretations, the text accompanying it can be used to signal out one (or more) of
those possibilities. In other words, text can be used in order to “explain” an image. This type
of relationship is intensely didactic and, in my opinion, is exactly the way in which voice-over
is used in the majority of video essays. I am referring of course to those that are constructed
like academic essays. In these cases, the video track is mostly comprised of shots taken from
the visual corpus analysed and illustrated by voice-over. I am not saying that essay films do not
use this kind of device, I am simply stating that anchorage is prevalent in video essays. A very
interesting example in which this type of text-image relationship is foregrounded (and to an
extent, relativised) is the famous scene in Chris Marker’s Letter from Siberia (Lettre de Sibérie,
1958), in which the same shots (documenting aspects of a soviet town) are repeated three
times, each time coupled with a different text (one of praise, one of criticism, and one neutral).
The other type of text-image relationship Barthes talks about is the relay. By this, he
means that neither one of the two modes is hierarchically superior, and thus the meaning
is created by a process of continual interpolation between the two. The best example here is
the comic strip which can be (more or less) understood by following either only the text, or
only the image, but in order to be fully appreciated, is best taken as a whole. I propose that
this is indeed the case of essay films, in which the voice-over and sequence of images converge
to create a multitude of meanings that could not have possibly been created separately. As
Timothy Corrigan states, “the essay film inherits many of the epistemological and structural
distinctions of the literary essay, especially as it plays itself out as a dialogic tension between
the verbal and the visual” (20). To exemplify this, one can offer up another example from
Chris Marker, this time from Sans Soleil (1983). I am referring to the sequence in which we
are presented The Zone. Marker’s voice-over states: “At least they proclaim themselves to be
what they are: images, not the portable and compact form of an already inaccessible reality”.
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Imagine how underwhelming would this line be if it would not be juxtaposed to the array of
analogically distorted images. Again, I do not claim that video essays do not make use of the
relay function. My comments above are a result of a general/panoramic perspective of this
field. A counter-example can be easily found: for instance, those video essays which dispense
with text almost entirely (be it in audio or written form). kogonada’s 2014 video entitled
Wes Anderson // Centered features no voice-over and only a title card. It is comprised entirely
of a montage of shots taken from various films by director Wes Anderson; the defining
characteristic of all of them being their symmetrical composition. Of course, the title card
alone can be said to ‘anchor’ these images, but I argue that this is not entirely the case (after
all, it could be considered a paratext). Instead, the symmetry is highlighted in a purely visual
manner by adding a white dotted vertical line situated in the centre of the frame. Thus, to
some extent, one can argue that the entire ‘discourse’ is created and sustained throughout the
video by purely visual means.
While these are not the only similarities and differences between video essays and essay
films, I propose that this short survey is enough for us to distinguish between the two. For
the purposes of this article, I will consider as extremely subjective explorations of cinematic
works. And it is this subjectivity (via an act of self-representation) that I wish to analyse
further.

Self-reference and Metareference
I argue that what Nora M. Alter states of an essay film is also true of a video essay, namely
that “it disrespects traditional boundaries, is transgressive both structurally and conceptually,
is self-reflective and self-reflexive. It also questions the subject positions of the filmmaker
and audience as well as the audiovisual medium itself” (139). I shall focus my analysis on
one particular technique of self-representation, namely self-reference. Self-reference occurs
when “we employ thought to understand the nature of thinking, when we seek to know
the presuppositions involved in knowing, we define a task that essentially involves the
subjects we would study” (Bartlett 6). Thus, self-reference is the prime manner in which one
engages in the process of reflexivity. While it can take a myriad of forms (from sociological
and anthropological inquiries to biological studies, to recursive logic, etc.), I will approach
this topic from both a semiotic and narratological perspective, namely concentrating my
analysis on the various ways in which the signification process occurs in video essays, while
speculating on the various effects these works might generate.
Winfried Nöth defines a self-referential sign as “any sign that refers to itself or to aspects
of itself” (8). To an extent, this type of sign relativises its fundamental nature which consists
of its referential capabilities (i.e., the ability to point to a referent in the physical world).
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By referring to itself, this type of sign has the potential to create what Douglas Hofstadter
would call a “strange loop” (101–3), namely a paradoxical level-crossing feedback loop, a
short-circuiting of logical hierarchies, a strange tangle of narrative pathways, a self-fulfilling
prophecy, a virtual eternal recurrence, etc.
Werner Wolf extends the notion of self-reference from “a simple ‘pointing to’ a referent
to complex cases of relations between sign and referent (or between signifier and signified)”
(17). For him, self-reference implies not only that a sign refers to itself, but also “to other signs
and sign configurations within one and the same semiotic system or ‘type’ of which they are
a part or ‘token’ rather than to (an element of) reality outside the sign (system)” (19). Wolf
takes into account the various ways in which such self-referential signs can be used in a work,
and also what effect they have on the receiver (the viewer, in cinema’s case). In the plethora
of self-referential signs, he delimitates a special subtype which he dubs metareferential signs.
By this one ought to understand a “transmedial form of usually non-accidental self-reference
produced by signs or sign configurations which are (felt to be) located on a logically higher
level, a ‘meta-level’, within an artefact or performance” (31). This is to say that this special
type of self-reference can be used, in the case of cinema, in order to foreground various
aspects of the audio-visual representation giving rise to a medium-awareness in the viewer.
This is the aspect that I would like to highlight because I hypothesise that video essays exhibit
these medial preoccupations in nuce, be it at different levels of intensity. As works of video
criticism, their referential link with the cinematic works they analyse is always present, as
opposed to text criticism where it is only possible to ‘point to’ the films in question. Video
essays cite, remix and alter the source material, while at the same time attempt to comment
upon it. One can define these operations as a continual (sometimes even transmedial)
clash between two or more works. This is why I am inclined to work with Wolf’s extended
definition.
Thus, I am not interested solely in the manner in which artists encode, within the work
aspects of their life/personal philosophy/or any other signpost of subjectivity (vis-à-vis a
subject matter), but also in the manner in which the work itself foregrounds its own status
or comments upon itself.
The first two video essays that I have chosen to focus on could seem at a first glance not
to be prime candidates for this type of analysis, given the fact that they are not meta-studies
on video-essays or the entire video-essay phenomenon. That would be the case of Taylor J.
Williams’ Video Essays Are Dumb (2018), in which he criticizes the subgenre, accusing it of
a kind of superficiality. While it could make for a compelling meta-meta-analysis, I propose
to turn our attention to three video essays which explore their own status more subtly: Max
Grau’s «[…] craving for narrative» lässt sich einfach nicht gut übersetzen (2016), Kevin B.
Lee’s Transformers: The Premake (a desktop documentary) (2014), and Gregory Guevara’s
This is a video essay (2018).
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Digital Nostalgia:
«[…] craving for narrative» lässt sich einfach nicht gut übersetzen (2016)
Max Grau’s 2016 video essay is a personal exploration of the impact of pop culture on
oneself as an individual (immersed in a particular Zeitgeist). It does this by approaching an
audio-visual product from the 1970s, namely the film Grease (Randal Kleiser, 1971). More
to the point, it achieves this by analysing a couple of shots from this film. By only focusing
on such a limited visual corpus, Grau manages to probe deeper not only into the possible
hermeneutics of said sequence of shots but more importantly into his psyche. I propose an
analysis of the various ways in which he instrumentalises self-reference in order to better
explore his own relationship with a pop culture artefact (and by extension, with digital
culture as a whole).
Beforehand, I wish to highlight the main reason why this particular video essay deviates
from the majority of academically-inspired video essays (and to some extent situates itself
closer to essay films): its structure is not so much argumentative, as it is explorative, and by
this I mean that it constitutes a kind of narrative. Whereas most video essays are accompanied
by an authorial instance (i.e., the enunciator of the voice-over), in this case the authorial
instance materialises in an intra-diegetic narrator whose ‘journey’ of discovery the viewers
follow. Another peculiarity of Grau’s video is the fact that this accompanying monologue is
not spoken out loud, it is not a voice-over in the true sense of the word, rather it is a textual
discourse grafted upon the images used. I propose that Grau did this in order not to intrude
upon the soundtrack of the shots taken from Grease (which, being a musical, relies heavily on
aural perception). Thus, this video follows a (textual) narrator who is at once enthralled by a
scene from the film Grease containing the first two verses from the song You’re the one that
I want, performed by actors Olivia Newton-John and John Travolta and then attempts to
explore the potential reasons that gave birth to this sentiment. To do this, he isolates a couple
of seconds of footage and constructs an audio-visual loop.
From the get go, this type of modus operandi demonstrates the primacy of a hands-on
approach, when dealing with a cinematic artefact, as opposed to traditional textual criticism.
The editing of the loop preceded the writing of the text. Thus, we see exactly what Bresland
meant by democratisation of the video production process. Another point to highlight here
is the fact that the shots in question were viewed not as an immutable part of a whole, but as
something malleable, something which one can interact with and manipulate. The images
were first and foremost viewed as footage, not as scenes. This type of engagement with cinema
(specific to video essays) is further highlighted in the actual video by purely visual means.
The first self-referential device I would like to highlight is the mise en abyme. According
to Lucien Dällenbach, in literature the mise en abyme is “any internal mirror that reflects the
whole of the narrative by simple, repeated or specious (or paradoxical) duplication” (36).
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This duplication is intra-diegetic: a story within a story. Werner Wolf widens this conception
as to accommodate other types of media. According to him it implies the mirroring “of parts
or the totality of a framing or embedding higher level of a semiotic complex (text, work,
performance) in a discernible unit located on an embedded, lower level” (56). In this case,
the sequence of shots taken from the film Grease does not fully occupy the screen space
of the video. Although it arguably constitutes itself as the main focal point, however, it
leaves a significant portion on the screen empty (space which will provide the backdrop for
the textual discourse to appear). Significantly, this ‘empty’ screen space is not dark (as one
would expect when a 2.35:1 widescreen image is letterboxed in a 1.78:1 screen), but white.
This signals that the footage we are seeing is not to be taken at face value, it is not to be
appreciated as an immersive experience, but as an object of inquiry. The mise en abyme lies
in this very highlighting of the two different formats in question in this screen within the
screen situation.
This takes us to the second aspect of such interpolation of screens, its transtextual
nature (to use Genette’s terminology). As one can clearly observe, and as it is clearly stated
in the textual narration, the audio-visual fragment is taken and directly incorporated into
the video1. That is to say that by ‘citing’ audiovisual material taken from another work
Grau’s video signals to the viewer that what he or she is watching is a derived work, a work
of criticism in a broad sense. Keeping this distancing effect in mind, the textual narration
juxtaposed with the images at times destabilises this critical discourse through the insertion
of various personal anecdotes (e.g., about the narrator’s status as an avid fan of the film, the
conversation he had with his mother, the family backstory, etc.). Another, more pertinent,
example of Grau’s ambivalence is the reference to the work of Jean Baudrillard. He quotes
the French philosopher’s theories, and then he proceeds to state that (after viewing one of
his lectures on YouTube) Baudrillard struck him as “a really bitter old man”. This continual
tension between immersion and distance constitutes a focal point of the entire video. To a
lesser extent, one can view this back-and-forth between two modes of discourse as an indirect
indictment of academically-inspired video essays, which, for all their proposed objectivity,
cannot escape certain biases and other subjective viewpoints.
This act of intermedial direct incorporation does entail a certain degree of alteration, and
can thus be said to be hypertextual. In this sense, one can clearly observe that the footage
from Grease is altered to construct a loop, a continual repetition of the two verses from one
of the songs in the film. Such an endeavour can be perceived in a multitude of ways. One: the
loop was created to merely emphasise the aesthetic qualities of those two verses, generating a
hypnotic, mantra-like effect. In this case, the final goal is entirely aesthetic, namely creating
1 To better understand the difference between direct incorporation and transformative incorporation
see Drăgan Decoding Tableaux Vivants.
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an object of personal enjoyment. The textual narrator even states at one point that this was
indeed the incentive for the manufacturing on this loop. Two: the loop was created in order
to be more thoroughly analysed. By isolating those scenes from the rest of the film, one may
begin to look more closely, to observe in minute detail each and every element and, in turn,
comment upon them. Grau’s narrator starts addressing some tiny aspect of production (e.g.,
the wirework involved in the jacket throwing), then goes on to inquire upon Travolta’s
particular style of pronunciation of the words “losing” and “control” (which he attempts
to classify as melismatic singing), and makes many more observations along the way about
casting options, aesthetic qualities, etc. Three: the loop was created to foreground the medial
aspects of the representation. By repeating the same exact sequence of shots, over and over
again, as it happens when one repeats a word or a phrase for a sufficient amount of time, the
viewers begin to experience a feeling of defamiliarisation —they begin to see them not only
as images of something, but as images in their own right. Under the right circumstances (in
this case, the textual narration’s continual exploration of the various aspects of this sequence
of shots), repetition can even become metareferential (Drăgan The Same Thing), giving rise
to medium-awareness in the viewers. The loop in question is an extremely efficient way to
foreground the digital medium, in which manipulations can easily be produced.
The digital medium, viewed as the medium that enabled Grau’s video, while at the same
time being the field in which it functions and acts, is continually referenced and commented
upon. If the intermedial loop created can be said to be the main metareferential element
pointing to the digital medium at hand, then the entire array of additional references spread
throughout the video can be perceived as a constellation of signifiers. I am of course referring
to the small instances like the subtle shadowing of the frame of the video loop, or the
animated transitions that Grau uses throughout the work. These scene transitions replicate
those popularised by particular software (such as Microsoft PowerPoint or Apple Keynote).
To use them in this context can be taken as a mark of kitsch, camp (incidentally discussed in
the video, which adds an extra layer of possible meaning), of irony (which is indeed possible,
seeing the tone of Grau’s video is quite variable), or simply a mark of profound nostalgia.
Considering that the entire third act of the video is dedicated to nostalgia as a concept, I am
inclined towards the third hypothesis.
Since the whole interpretation of the scene from Grease revolves around nostalgia for a
past that one was not necessarily a part of, I propose that Grau’s aesthetic options stem from
a form a similar nostalgia. This longing for ‘past’ digital experiences resonates throughout the
entire video and interlocks with the hermeneutic exercise around the footage from Grease.
What Grau feels is a form of accelerated nostalgia, which can be said to be a byproduct of an
ever-changing digital field of cultural production.
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Figure. 1. Emulation of retro digital aesthetics
in […] craving for narrative / lässt sich einfach nicht gut übersetzen (Max Grau, 2016). Screengrab

The Desktop as a Liminal Space:
Transformers: The Premake (a desktop documentary) (2014)
Kevin B. Lee’s 2014 video essay tracks the production process of Michael Bay’s 2014 film
Transformers 4. However experimental form and overt criticism of certain industry practices
does not align with the regular ‘making of’ format; so can be considered a radical (subversive)
form of such a product.
While it attempts to document the filming process of Bay’s summer blockbuster across
multiple continents, it also contextualises the socio-economic landscape as it transpires from
all manner of tertiary sources. It explores not only aesthetical aspects, but also how the massive
efforts of such a production impact the actual locations in which it is filmed, highlighting
the human aspects involved around this temporary reorganisation of space. Because many
locations used for the filming of Transformers 4 were situated in metropolises, a great deal
of people flocked to the production sites. The streets and landmarks, which were temporary
closed in order to facilitate the production acted like ‘magnets’, attracting crowds of fans,
many of them equipped with smartphones or camcorders. Kevin B. Lee’s video organises this
peripheral amateur footage into what can be deemed an unofficial making of video.
As we learn in the end credits, Lee dubs his video a ‘desktop documentary’. What does
that mean exactly? Desktop films are those movies that use the computer screen as a formal
representation device throughout its entire runtime by using “screen capture technology to
treat the computer screen as both a camera lens and a canvas” (Grant). This is to say that the
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viewer’s only point of view coincides with that of an intra-diegetic computer screen. The
characters and story transpire only through what can be represented on a desktop. Notable
examples: Noah (Walter Woodman and Patrick Cederberg, 2013) which tells the story of a
teenager who goes through a break-up; Unfriended (Levan Gabriadze, 2014) and its sequel
Unfriended: Dark Web (Stephen Susco, 2018), both horror slasher films; Searching (Aneesh
Chaganty, 2018) a mystery thriller about a disappearance; Cam (Daniel Goldhaber, 2018) a
supernatural horror story about a camgirl. As one can see (even from this brief listing), desktop
films can be considered an emerging phenomenon, the main point of attraction being, in my
opinion, the purely experiential familiarity one has with such a formal device. The viewers
who interact with screens on daily basis can more easily relate to (and, by extension, immerse
themselves in) the fictional world presented via various audio-visual artefacts.2
From a semiotic perspective, in the case of Kevin B. Lee’s video we are confronted again
with a form of mise en abyme, as aspects of the frame are mirrored within the computer
frame multiple times. The difference in relation to Grau’s video is, on the one hand, the sheer
volume of frames within the frame and, on the other, their presentation, not as mere images,
but as digital ones. Whereas in Grau’s video we are presented with a layering of images, as
one would expect from a picture-in-the-picture type scenario, in The Premake we encounter
a multitude of digitally contextualised images. What I mean by this is that every instance of
picture-in-the-picture is presented within a familiar frame, that consists of the various visual
markers that establish it as a digital window on a computer screen: the images presented
(depicting the production of Michael Bay’s film) appear as they would if accessed on an
Apple computer running Mac OS software.
While Grau’s video only adopts a certain PowerPoint aesthetic, hinting at the digital
medium as such (with a couple of minute exceptions, where part of the digital window of
a webpage is made visible), Lee’s video captures and highlights the digital context involved
in the viewing process. The Premake mirrors various aspects of digitally interacting with
various online fan-made clips depicting the filming of Transformers 4. This sense that we
are witnessing an actual interaction with online content is heightened by the fact that the
authorial instance appears only in the form of an organising instance (there is no voiceover narration, and textual commentaries are kept to a minimum). Thus, the self-referential
process becomes metareferential because of this mirroring of the actual experience of viewing
Lee’s video essay as an online artefact. The true mise en abyme establishes itself between The
Premake as a digital online video (depicting a computer screen) and the actual computer
screen that the viewers watch it on. It foregrounds the aspects of the medium one would
almost take for granted, calling into question the manner in which we both “depict and
question the ways we explore the world through the computer screen” (Grant).
2 For an analysis of this phenomenon in found footage fiction films see Sayad.
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Figure 2. Multiple video tabs glitching
in Transformers: The Premake (a desktop documentary) (Kevin B. Lee, 2014). Screengrab

From a transtextual standpoint, this video is a veritable patchwork of intertextually
interwoven amateur videos and other intermedial material (such as Wikipedia articles,
news stories, notepad memos, etc.). This montage of hundreds of clips taken from various
online video sharing platforms (and presented as such) coupled with Kevin B. Lee’s own
footage of some of the events depicted, makes for a very interesting exploration of the
space around the creation of a summer blockbuster. What results is an indirect portrait of
the entire megalithic superstructure which is Hollywood. Whereas in an official ‘making
of’ video, the prime focus would be on those particular individuals that coordinate the
entire process, here in this unofficial making-of video we get an idea of how the people
around the production crew get to experience everything. And this is to say that we get to
see footage of ordinary people interacting with Hollywood’s production system: we get to
see people commenting from afar on the events, we get to see people trying to integrate
themselves into the system (a Youtuber states that he has been giving his business card
around the set), we get to witness an act of ‘civil disobedience’ when a man just casually
walks onto the street closed for filming. Lee’s video essay tracks not only this participative
aspect but attempts to reveal the transnational socio-economic context: showing various
television reports and news articles on Hollywood’s attempts to secure a place in the
Chinese film distribution market.
The Premake also explores the user-generated content phenomenon. Namely, we get to
see the authorial instance (in this case a slightly more intrusive intradiegetic narrator) interact
with various datasets consisting of still images, videos and texts regarding Michael Bay’s
film. It explores the digital field of cultural production and how various actors exercise their
power and influence. In one scene, Lee emails a fellow Youtuber, whose amateur video was
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removed from the video-sharing platform YouTube, because Paramount Pictures flagged it
as copyright infringement. Thus, an indirect portrait of the online digital field comes into
focus, as a place of self-representation, but one constructed on a very unstable ground, where
uncertainty reigns supreme. This is why Lee’s video appears to manifest a continual need to
archive everything. The narrator’s main quest seems to be that of organising and archiving
as much footage as he can, in order to preserve the marginal experience —a sort of (almost)
countercultural view on mainstream Hollywood’s methods and means of production.

The Strange Loop:
This is a video essay (2018)
Gregory Guevara is a Youtuber who goes by the alias Jreg. His content is parodic and
satirical in nature, his persona is that of an all-knowing hyperaware and slightly-troubled
individual whose statements are always drenched in multiple levels of irony. This being said,
the video I propose to analyse was created in order to criticise the video essay phenomenon as
a whole. It is substantially different from the other two video essays discussed so far because,
unlike in the other ones, the metareferences are explicit, not implicit. Jreg’s indictment of
video essays is quite clear. What I attempt to analyse here is the various ways in which the
referential linkages are generated and function together in creating an ironic stance.
As previously mentioned, Jreg’s video is prototypically created to adhere to the video
essay format, thus the relationship between image and text is that of anchorage. The footage
used in this video is completely subordinate to the textual discourse; it merely illustrates it.
The text is also delivered via voice-over by Guevara himself. This premise is revealed with the
appearance of the title card: “This is a video essay”. One can see the self-referential nature of
such a text appearing at the beginning (and the end) of a four-and-a-half-minute video on
YouTube. It refers to itself in a manner reminiscent of captions from schoolbooks. It sets
itself off as a didactic exercise in self-representation.
We are, apparently, about to learn what a video essay is, but things derail rather quickly.
The ironic nature of the video becomes evident when we learn that video essays have “all the
intellectual satisfaction as an actual academic essay but without any of that tough thinking
stuff you normally need to do when parsing a difficult argument”. This is by no means a
cutting edge statement, but one more self-deprecating faux-definition of a particular format
or medium. Other famous examples include Edgar Allan Poe’s 1838 piece entitled How to
Write a Blackwood Article, or Pierre Bourdieu’s 1996 televised criticism of television (later
published as On Television), or Charlie Brooker’s first episode of the series Screenwipe (2006).
Jreg’s critique is structured in several parts, each of them rather disjointed and repetitive.
He starts out by stating that that he regrets using title cards in order to give the false appearance
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Figure 3. Self-referential title card from
This is a video essay (Gregory Guevara, 2018). Screengrab.

of a well-thought argument. He then launches into a frenzy of commentaries, highlighting
various downsides of video essays: appropriating different footage from various sources
without mentioning them (e.g., stock footage sites), using footage with little or no connection
to the topic discussed, using misleading or intentionally ambiguous data in order to copy or
outright plagiarise other video essays, etc. As a way to illustrate his remarks, he uses various
stock footage (copyrighted or not), snippets from other famous YouTube video essayists
(such as Nerdwriter1), and shots taken from various films and anime. And, at the very end
of his video, Jreg states that not all video essays are essentially bad; they can be an incredible
accessible source of information for a larger audience. He goes on to state that the quality of
each individual video essay depends partly on the ability and resourcefulness of each creator.
Thus, Jreg invalidates his own statements. This is by no means a mistake, or, to better
sum it up, this mistake is by no means accidental. The metareferential capabilities of such
an audio-visual exercise are quite intense and complex. While the individual statements
juxtaposed with various images (only vaguely related with the text) can be said to function as
instances of self-reference, as a whole this configuration of multimodal discourses functions
metareferentially. This is done explicitly, by invalidating his own remarks, and implicitly, by
the generally deplorable reasoning, the bad and confusing graphics, the abundance of nonsequiturs and the general lack of interest to correctly get his point across. This video essay
exemplifies all the downsides signaled within Jreg’s critique. As an artefact, it embodies those
very aspects that the author designates as undesirable for a video essay. It essentially criticises
itself, while failing to meet its own standards of quality. Thus, what is created is a sort of
strange loop, where the poorly developed ideas cannot get across to the viewers because of
their own bad rationale.
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In contrast to other prescriptive video essays on video essays (such as the aforementioned
one by Taylor J. Williams), Jreg’s criticism is a Möbius strip, defying all logic and situating
itself not on a higher axiological level (a prime fallacy of such endeavours), but at a crisscrossing
of levels. If a viewer gets the sense (after watching Jreg’s video) that he or she has just seen a
bad video essay, then this video met its end goal.

Conclusion
As Alter and Corrigan point out, “digital technologies have made image making a
ubiquitous activity that often takes the form of more personal engagements with contending
representations of social issues and with the shapes of reality itself” (6). This proliferation
of image making via digital means has led to the expansion of the film essay genre. It now
can be said to include short-form videographic content produced and distributed almost
entirely online. This democratisation of the production process can be a ‘double-edged
sword’. Because, while making it accessible to a vastly wider audience, this digital production
field has become oversaturated with video essays that simply illustrate (previously) written
‘academically orientated’ texts —in a manner that departs from the self-reflexive nature
of film essays. Although this might not seem catastrophic, it nonetheless diminishes the
potentiality of such a format, thus explaining the recent trend of video essays that critique
other video essays, or even the subgenre as a whole. This does not mean that one ought
to dismiss this field entirely. It simply entails that, in order to locate worthwhile content,
one needs to probe more thoroughly. The analyst’s endeavors become akin to those of a
‘scavenger’, combing through a vast digital data set. This is exactly what I attempted in this
present article.
And what I observed was the fact that, be it explicit, or implicit, the digital medium
appears to be always foregrounded in some way. The three case studies chosen are examples
of the instrumentalisation of this process and are meant to showcase the broadness of
video essays’ self-referential (or, more exactly, metareferential) capabilities. They are, in my
opinion, film essays for the digital age.
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